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Alfa Romeo
Challenge
•
•

To drive awareness of the Alfa MiTo amongst a relevant audience,
reinforcing the brand’s core message of personalisation.
To increase Alfa Romeo’s presence on social networking sites
by building up its Facebook community, generating buzz and
aspiration around the car models and delivering this all in a
completely original and innovative format.

The Idea
To position Alfa Romeo as a new sponsor of I AM PLAYR’s fictional
club, ‘River Park FC’, and offer the user the opportunity to win a virtual
Alfa MiTo by scoring more goals than the club captain. The car could
then be personalised via an in-game version of the Alfa Romeo car
configurator and it would be this version of the car that the user would
see in filmed content and in the virtual marketplace. This content
would span several different formats - narrative integration, product
placement, virtual product and dynamic ad sites.

The Execution
It was essential to ensure that not only was the user engaged with the
Alfa Romeo content, but that they stayed engaged over a number of
game weeks to see the narrative integration through to its conclusion.
We also wanted to tap into the ethos of I AM PLAYR, living with the
consequences of your actions, in order to make the experience as
authentic as possible.
We therefore inserted a competition element into the storyline, where
the user must beat River Park FC’s captain by scoring five goals on
match days before he does. The content the user engages with at
the end of the integration is dependent on whether the user wins or
loses and the competition cannot be re-played.
The primary function of the narrative content, apart from driving the
storyline forward, was to showcase the product, with the MiTo, the
159 and the 8C models all appearing within the filmed content. From
the River Park FC Chairman introducing the challenge in his club and
showing you the car in a brochure to arriving at the dealership to pick up
the car, each piece of content contains specific brand messaging.
By replicating a version of its configurator, Alfa Romeo had a clear way
of introducing the personalisation message to a relevant audience,
and the ability to demonstrate the myriad of options available to an
Alfa MiTo customer. Delivering a film clip showing the collection of
the exact same car the user had just configured, and putting a virtual
version into their inventory effectively reinforced this messaging.

In addition to the narrative integration we created dynamic
hoarding advertising to run around the River Park FC ground on
match days, offering a consistent brand presence throughout the
duration of the game.
Finally, in order to build the Alfa Romeo Facebook community,
therefore facilitating direct contact with I AM PLAYR’s users, we
seeded free coins code on the Alfa Romeo Facebook page, which
users could unlock by liking the page.

Results
Over 1 million I AM PLAYR users will engage with Alfa Romeo
during this time - spending an average of 15 mins engaging
with branded content, and delivering over 100 million
impressions.
Within the first 24 hours we had increased the number of Alfa
Facebook fans by 50%, and moving forward tracking tags will tell
us how many users subsequently visit the Alfa Romeo website
and what percentage of the I AM PLAYR user base are Alfa
Romeo fans.

Testimonials
“As a brand, innovation and technology are core values for Alfa Romeo, so when we were approached by
We R Interactive, who had put us at the top of their automotive sponsor wish list for I AM PLAYR, it was an
easy decision to make.
The sporty and desirable Alfa MiTo, which appears in the game, is aimed at a particularly media
savvy audience, so social media gaming is a great way for us to reach out to them. In addition the
virtual buying and owning process in the game is highly interactive and really pushes online marketing
boundaries.”
Claudio Annicchiarico, head of digital for Alfa Romeo
“Saying I AM PLAYR is the moment social gaming goes mainstream does not do it justice. Three
factors - the technical capabilities of the gameplay and it’s integration across multiple platforms;
the entertaining and engaging narrative; the creative, collaborative and above all believable ways of
integrating brands – combine to make it so much greater than the sum of it’s parts”.
Tom Dunn, Digital Strategy Director, Maxus

